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The Efficiency of Bitcoin: A Strongly Typed Genetic Programming 

Approach to Smart Electronic Bitcoin Markets 

 

 
 

 

Abstract 
 

Cryptocurrencies have gained a lot of attention since Bitcoin was first proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto 

in 2008. To extend the current literature in this area, we develop four smart electronic Bitcoin markets 

populated with different types of traders using a special adaptive form of the Strongly Typed Genetic 

Programming (STGP)-based learning algorithm. We apply the STGP technique to historical data of 

Bitcoin at the one-minute and five-minute frequencies to investigate the formation of Bitcoin market 

dynamics and market efficiency. We find that both Bitcoin markets populated by high-frequency traders 

(HFTs) are efficient at the one-minute frequency but inefficient at the five-minute frequency. This 

finding supports the argument that at the one-minute frequency investors are able to incorporate new 

information in a fast and rationale manner and not suffer from the noise associated with the five-minute 

frequency. We also contribute to the growing volume of cryptocurrency literature by demonstrating that 

zero-intelligence traders cannot reach market efficiency, therefore providing evidence against the 

hypothesis of Hayek (1945; 1968). One practical implication of this study is that we demonstrate that 

cryptocurrency market participants can apply artificial intelligence tools such as STGP to conduct 

behaviour-based market profiling.  

 

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Smart Electronic Markets, Bitcoin Trading, Cryptocurrencies, 

Evolutionary Computation, Market Efficiency.  
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1. Introduction 

Cryptocurrencies have attracted a lot of attention from the media, regulators and investors since the 

introduction of Bitcoin by Nakamoto in 2008.  The academic literature on Bitcoin is growing,1 with 

many papers documenting the hedging the diversification benefits of Bitcoin (Bouri et al 2017; Urquhart 

and Zhang 2019; Borri 2019; Kajatazi and Moro 2019; Platanakis and Urquhart 2020), the existence of 

bubbles (Cheah and Fry 2015; Corbet et al 2018), investor sentiment and attention (Urquhart 2018; 

Shen et al 2019; Ibikunle et al 2020; Rognone et al 2020), the volatility of Bitcoin (Katsiampa 2017; 

Chaim and Luarini 2018; Catanaia et al 2019; Katsiampa et al 2019; Shen et al 2020), the behaviour of 

Bitcoin returns (Urquhart 2017; Corbet and Katsiampa 2018; Phillip et al 2018; Katsiampa 2018, 

Atsalakis et al (2019).2 Given the surge in the number of high frequency traders in financial markets 

since the turn of the millennium, the studies of Chu et al. (2019), Katsiampa et al. (2019), Zargar and 

Kumar (2019), Zhang et al. (2019), Ahmed (2020), Aslan and Sensoy (2020), Ma et al. (2020), Manahov 

(2020), Zhang et al. (2020) investigate cryptocurrency markets using high frequency data. However, 

the largest area of research on Bitcoin is whether the Bitcoin market conforms to the Efficient Market 

Hypothesis (EMH)3. That is, do Bitcoin prices reflect all current information thereby making Bitcoin 

returns random and unpredictable? The first paper to examine the efficiency of Bitcoin markets is 

Urquhart (2016), who through a battery of tests, finds that Bitcoin returns are not random and therefore 

predictable over time. This finding is supported by a number of follow-up studies by Nadarajah and 

Chu (2017), Bariviera (2017), Jiang et al. (2018), Urquhart (2017), Kristoufek (2018) and Tiwari et al. 

(2018), Hu et al. (2019), Kristoufek and Vosvrda (2019), Noda (2020), Wu and Chen (2020), which all 

employ alternative testing procedures and sample periods.  

All of the above-mentioned studies, however, employed different econometric tests and mathematical 

models that represent rational agents, which does not allow full investigation of market efficiency and 

 
1 As Lucey et al. (2018) note that the academic literature needs to address Bitcoin in much more detail in order 

to gauge the potential benefits and risks of it. 
2 See Corbet et al (2019) for a recent review fo the empirical literature on cryptocurrencies. 
3 The EMH was proposed by Fama (1970), who suggests that assets always trade at their fair value, making it 

difficult for market participants to either purchase undervalued stocks or sell stocks for inflated prices. 

Therefore, it should be difficult for investors to outperform the overall market through expert stock selection and 

that the only way an investor can possibly obtain abnormal returns is by chance or by investing in riskier assets.  
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Bitcoin’s empirical characteristics. In financial and cryptocurrency markets the prices of all financial 

instruments are determined by a large variety of boundedly rational traders with various decision-

making rules and risk attitudes. There is a great degree of heterogeneity between cryptocurrency market 

participants in terms of their rationality, tech-savviness and motivations.  Therefore, a complete market 

efficiency investigation can only be performed in a model where market participants and their strategies 

are able to adapt and change over time. The complicated dynamics of these market participants demand 

a simulation technique that includes multiple heterogeneous market participants and a smart electronic 

Bitcoin market. Tay (2013) suggests that a natural method to analyse complex systems such as the 

financial markets is to implement an agent-based modelling technique which entails simulating the 

markets from the bottom up with a huge number of interacting heterogeneous boundedly rational traders 

that are designed to copy the behaviour of real-life market participants. In a similar vein, Ehrentreich 

(2008) argues that the ability to cope with heterogeneous and boundedly rational individuals makes 

agent-based modelling a perfect tool to study decentralised markets such as the cryptocurrency markets.   

 

We implement a Strongly Typed Genetic Programming (STGP)-based learning algorithm to design four 

smart electronic Bitcoin markets and obtain historical one- and five-minute HFT data to simulate the 

interactions of multiple heterogeneous traders. Bichler et al. (2010) argue that smart markets represent 

theoretically supported computational methods that are useful in the interpretation of the attributes of 

complex trading environments and help decision makers to make real-time decisions. The aim of this 

study is to investigate market efficiency and test the Hayek hypothesis within artificial Bitcoin market 

settings. The Hayek hypothesis postulates that markets can operate in an efficient manner even when 

market participants possess a limited knowledge of the surrounding environment. We also observe the 

interactions between HFTs and zero-intelligence (ZI) traders to investigate whether trader intelligence 

or the market structure dominates Bitcoin markets. In other words, we simulate real-life Bitcoin trading 

in contrast to the studies discussed earlier. The STGP represents a very suitable tool for examining the 

Bitcoin market mechanism in isolation from the traders who populate the artificial cryptocurrency 

market. An important addition is that we are able to examine the relationship between the market 

dynamics and trading activities and therefore analyse the efficiency of the Bitcoin market in terms of 
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the EMH. The environment where Bitcoin returns and heterogeneous traders’ beliefs co-evolve, adapt 

and try to survive over time provides an appropriate laboratory platform to investigate market efficiency 

and test the Hayek hypothesis.  

Moreover, the heterogeneity of expectations among artificial traders provides important nonlinear 

conditions for the Bitcoin market. The other advantage of using the STGP is that trading orders are 

executed rapidly. Goldstein et al. (2014) argue that HFT involves the application of sophisticated 

trading algorithms for frequent and rapid execution of trading orders. The STGP technique allows 

forward testing, where submitted and executed orders change the depth of the cryptocurrency market, 

and these significant changes can be observed under laboratory conditions. The same process cannot be 

performed in back-testing because no statistical technique is able to regenerate the reaction of the market 

to changes in market depth. Furthermore, LeBaron (2006) demonstrates that on the descriptive level, 

specific complexity analysis – such as agent-based models – better represent the actual behaviour of the 

system in comparison with traditional economic models. We build our models incrementally, with no 

repeat visits in the same one- and five-minute datasets (data over fitting), and therefore every Bitcoin 

quote is used for the evaluation of a trading rule once, as in real-world Bitcoin trading. The STGP 

gradually develops a systematic model with parameter values that represent the best fit for the two 

datasets, rather than controlling the datasets to fit ‘predefined’ models as most statistical packages tend 

to do.  

 

This is the first study to simulate real-life Bitcoin trading at the high-frequency timeframe and its 

contributions are threefold. First, we perform twelve different econometric tests and observe that the 

higher the frequency of trading the more efficient the market. This might indicate that more information 

is reflected in prices instantaneously in the Bitcoin market at higher frequencies when HFTs are present. 

It seems that HFTs operating at higher frequencies react to Bitcoin price changes in a timely manner, 

making the entire market more efficient. However, we find that this is not the case for the ZI traders, 

who document strong and significant evidence against market efficiency for all tests at the one and five-

minute frequency.  
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Second, our experimental results within the laboratory Bitcoin market settings suggest that ZI traders 

operating in one- and five-minute frequency Bitcoin markets are unable to achieve market efficiency in 

any of the two investigated markets. In other words, traders who behave completely randomly cannot 

strive for market efficiency, which implies that trader cognitive abilities play a significant role in Bitcoin 

market efficiency. Hence, we can conclude that Bitcoin market efficiency dynamics are mainly 

influenced by the cognitive abilities of traders.  

 

Third, we observe that the Hayek hypothesis does not hold in Bitcoin markets populated with ZI traders. 

We demonstrate that market participants equipped with limited information about the environment are 

unable to strive for market efficiency.  Zero intelligence traders in our experiment behave entirely 

randomly and therefore they are unable to experience learning, observation and adaptation processes 

over time. 

 

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of Bitcoin and previous papers that 

have employed the special adaptive form of the STGP-based learning algorithm. Section 3 provides the 

experimental design and Section 4 presents the simulation results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper 

and provides a summary. 

 

2. Literature Review 

We use a STGP-based technique to obtain new evidence about the Bitcoin market efficiency, and 

whether the Hayek hypothesis holds in cryptocurrency markets. No other study has investigated either 

of these through the application of artificial intelligence modelling.   

2.1. Bitcoin efficiency 

Market efficiency is one of the most important and respected theories in finance, which has been shown 

the amount of papers examining the market efficiency of various markets.  Since the literature on 

Bitcoin has exploded in recent times, there are countless papers studying the efficiency of this digital 

currency.  
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Urquhart (2016) was the first study the efficiency of Bitcoin and over the sample period 2010-2016 

through a battery of statistical tests, they find that Bitcoin is inefficiency but through a subsample 

analysis, show that it may be moving towards an efficiency market. Bariviera (2017) study the 

efficiency of Bitcoin through the Hurst exponent and show that Bitcoin is inefficiency from 2011 to 

2014 but from 2014 to 2017, is comparable to white noise. Since then, many papers have studied the 

efficiency of Bitcoin with Tiwari et al (2018) documenting the efficiency of Bitcoin, while Caporale et 

al. (2018), Jiang et al. (2018) and Al-Yahyaee et al. (2018) all reporting the inefficiency of Bitcoin due 

to its persistence.  Conversely, Alvarez-Ramirez et al. (2018) report the anti-persistence and cyclical 

nature of Bitcoin returns, which is support by Takaishi (2018) using one-minutely data.  Sensoy (2018), 

Zargar and Kumar (2019) and Zhang et al. (2019) also use intraday data to find the inefficiency of 

Bitcoin while Wu and Chen (2020) show that Bitcoin was inefficient before 2014 and after mid-2017 

and that it has become more inefficient since mid-2017 than ever before.  Therefore, there is a large 

literature examining Bitcoin efficiency with mixed findings. 

2.2. Early smart electronic markets 

Modelling financial markets from the bottom up with a number of interacting artificial agents began in 

the early 1980s’. Attempts in the literature to simulate real-life financial markets and model the 

behaviour of market participants are increasing rapidly. In one of the very early smart electronic market 

simulations, Cohen et al. (1983) investigated the impact of several random behaving market participants 

on different market structures.  

While Frankel and Froot (1988) simulated the dynamics of the foreign exchange, Kim and Markowitz 

(1989) examined the interactions of specific trading strategies. A few years later, Rieck (1994) adopted 

actual trading rules in evolutionary settings and observe that trading rules possess very interesting 

dynamics as the market evolves. Lettau (1997) used a genetic algorithm (GA) to design a very simple 

setting and replicate the evolution and learning in a small population of traders. The GA approach, 

introduced by Holland (1975), seeks to replicate the approach of nature in the evolution of species; i.e., 

is based on the notion of population genetics to facilitate the searching process that results in the 

‘survival of the fittest’ (Balakrishnan and Jacob, 1996). The GA process has been allowed to evolve for 
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many generations, while the best encountered outcomes are recorded (Wolfe and Sorensen, 2000). 

However, LeBaron (2000) argues that the processes of evolution and learning in Lettau’s experiment 

takes place in a space disconnected from the real one. Furthermore, a standard GA can handle only a 

single evaluation criterion, which represents a significant limitation when decision makers need to take 

into account multiple objectives simultaneously (Kim et al., 2005).  

2.3. More advanced smart electronic markets 

The following studies are more extensive than the ones discussed above in that they are attempting to 

replicate more complex financial market structures.  

The experiment conducted by Beltratti and Margarita (1992) is different from the earlier studies in that 

trade is performed in a random environment, where traders forecast future prices using an artificial 

neural network (ANN). The population of neural nets is divided into ‘smart’ and ‘naïve’ with the smart 

being more expensive to use. However, it appears that smart traders dominate in trading when prices 

are very volatile in the early stages of the market. Routledge (1994) implemented the framework of 

Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) and a model with GA-based traders to suggest that traders’ forecast 

parameters can be supported through a dynamic learning tool.  

To test learning within artificial settings, Arifovic (1996) used the GA to design a general equilibrium 

foreign exchange market based on the Kareken and Wallace (1981) principle (monetary equilibrium 

where demand for savings and money supplies are equal). The author observes that market participants’ 

consumption and portfolio decisions were able to endogenously determine the price levels.  

The studies of Brock and LeBaron (1996), as well as Brock and Hommes (1998), utilise different 

measures of past performance and discrete choice mechanisms in order to simulate the decisions-

making process of individual market participants determining whether to buy costly information signals 

or to adopt more complex but costly forecasting tools. The authors reported that very simple forecasting 

rules are optimal under conditions of zero cost equilibrium. However, the model became unstable 

because all traders opted for the forecasting option making the whole market unpredictable.  
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Midgley et al. (1997) implement a GA to breed artificial agents that represent the actions of brand 

managers. Each brand's strategies evolve through simulations of repeated interactions in a virtual 

market, using the estimated weekly profits of each brand as a measure of its fitness for the genetic 

algorithm. In the tests they conduct, artificial agents outperform the historical actions of brand managers 

in this market. However, the authors limited the number of previous states of the market that can be 

held in the memory of the artificial agents. Moreover, the artificial agents faced another limitation – the 

significant shift in perspective- from week-by-week actions to a pattern of actions across thirteen weeks.  

LeBaron et al. (1999) created another GA-based smart electronic market populated with 25 artificial 

traders who were able to replicate several well-known empirical features of real-world financial 

markets, such as leptokurtosis, volatility clustering and fundamental and technical predictability. The 

major disadvantage of this market is the homogeneity of traders because they are all identical except 

some minor differences in their rule sets. The Santa Fe Stock Market – outlined in great detail in Arthur 

et al. (1997) and LeBaron et al. (1999) – is one of the most popular smart electronic market projects. 

The project attempts to combine a well-defined economic structure in the trading mechanism with 

inductive learning based on a classifier GA system. Although the market represents one of the most 

complex smart electronic markets structure in existence in that time, the market was relatively difficult 

to track in terms of computer study due to complicated causalities inside the market.   

 

2.4. Sophisticated smart electronic markets 

More recently, there has been a great effort from management science (MS), information systems (IS), 

and computer science (CS) to attempt to develop new electronic markets that provide better economic 

outcomes through centralised computational decision making (Anandalingam et al., 2005). More 

specifically, the very rapid developments in computational technology and the evolution of computer 

networks allowed scientists to create complex financial market structures where artificial intelligence 

is able to simulate human decision making.  
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Chen and Yeh (2001) used genetic programming (GP) to design an artificial stock market and observe 

that the return series under investigation is independently and identically distributed (IID) indicating 

support for the EMH.4 Interestingly, this random nature of the return series was generated by agents 

who did not believe in the EMH. However, the authors failed to find a solution to Harrald’s criticism, 

who highlighted the difference between phenotype and genotype and doubted whether the adaptation 

of the two can be directly implemented in social processes. In a similar experiment, Chen and Yeh 

(2002) applied GP to evolving a population of market participants who were learning over time. The 

authors show that the main principles of the EMH can be satisfied with a fraction of the artificial time 

series. The main limitation of this study is the presence of a very large search space, which is difficult 

to cover during the process of modelling traders’ learning. A year later, Cincotti et al. (2003) introduced 

a multi-asset artificial market with a finite number of stocks and amount of cash. Their smart electronic 

market exhibited a reversion to the mean, volatility clustering and a fat-tailed distribution.  

The best performing trading strategy in their market was the one that utilises the mean reversion 

phenomenon of the asset prices. This finding, however, creates the main issue of this study – only a 

strategy that exploits the mean reversion provides satisfactory results in all cases.  

More recently, Guo et al. (2012) used an adapted iterative market algorithm to examine how different 

market design factors affect computational market efficiency and liquidity. This study uses 480 random 

market settings and 160 combinations of market treatments and found that both asynchronous 

communication and asymmetric market information have negative effects on the speed of market 

convergence resulting in more traders’ welfare losses. Contrary to traditional market assumptions, their 

results indicate that high trading volume does not correlate with low price volatility and rapid price 

discovery. Moreover, the authors suggest that a mixture of call and continuous market design is required 

to avoid premature market closure when agents hold forecasting learning ability. As outlined by the 

 
4 Genetic Programming (GP) is a technique for enabling computer programs to develop their own solutions to 

problems and, consequently, GP is allied to the work that computer scientists have carried out in the related 

fields of artificial intelligence and machine learning (Poli et al., 2008). GP draws on the idea of adaptive 

behaviour to make it possible for an initial group of programs to create a next generation of programs, which 

then create a next generation of programs and so on. Only those programs that produce the best solutions are 

allowed to ‘breed’ the next generation.   
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authors there are several limitations to this study – predetermined, random and static inventory policies 

for the dealer are used and there are no transaction costs taken into account. Also, the study did not 

explain how market makers should be compensated for providing liquidity.  

In a rather different experiment, Manahov et al. (2014) deploy a STGP trading algorithm and one-

minute high frequency data of the most traded currency pairs worldwide in order to suggest that the 

STGP forecasting technique significantly outperforms the traditional econometric models5. They find 

evidence that the excess returns are both statistically and economically significant, even when 

appropriate transaction costs are taken into account. Manahov (2016) apply the STGP trading algorithm 

to real-time millisecond data of Apple, Exxon Mobil and Google to observe that HFTs equipped with 

scalping strategies generate cascades of cancelled orders within 100 milliseconds of order submission. 

Their empirical results imply that intense order cancellation activity is associated with a distortion of 

market quality and has a harmful effect on price discovery. The alleged purpose of order cancellation 

is to get faster access to the order flow by anticipating and front-running the other market participants 

in order to generate abnormal profits. Manahov and Zhang (2019) apply STGP to millisecond data of 

E-mini S&P 500 to investigate the behaviour of high-frequency traders in financial futures markets. 

The authors contribute to the high-frequency literature by showing that minimum resting trading order 

period of less than 50 milliseconds could lead to enhanced market efficiency.   

3. Experimental Design 

Makarov and Schoar (2018) and Hu et al. (2018) suggest that the majority of cryptocurrency exchanges 

take the form of an open electronic limit order book and operate in the same way as traditional equity 

markets, where market participants submit buy and sell trading orders and the exchange clears all trades 

without market limits, order size rules and centralised regulation.  Therefore, we use a special adaptive 

form of the STGP to build four smart electronic markets that operate on the same basis as real-life 

equity markets. The STGP enables us to select and modify different parameters to suit our specification, 

 
5 Strongly Typed Genetic Programming (STGP) is an enhanced version of GP first introduced by Montana (2002). 

STGP enforces data type constraints and whose use of generic functions and data types makes it a lot more 

powerful than GP.  
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such as different trading preferences, the level of transaction costs, the number of market participants 

and the minimum price increment. A complete list of the exact number of evolutionary parameters that 

can be specified is listed in Table 4. 

Artificial traders represent each market participant who possesses their own trading rule and each trader 

is given an initial wealth of $100,000. In Appendix B, we explain in more detail the production of the 

new genomes, which is conducted through the recombination of the parent genomes by crossover and 

mutation operations. Over time, each trader improves their trading rule over time through to maximize 

their gains by a process of survival of the fittest.  Therefore, artificial traders are able to identify, learn 

and utilise profit opportunities thereby continually changing their trading decisions based on past 

performance and the changing cryptocurrency market conditions. In this way, the STGP trading 

algorithm evolves with real one- and five-minute quotes of Bitcoin and subsequently the smart 

electronic markets evolve by referencing to the characteristics of the Bitcoin market.  Below, we set out 

in detail the design, structure and process of the markets. 

 

3.1. The creation of initial trading rules 

Initially, each individual trader has one trading rule that is randomly created6. We then apply the 

crossover recombination technique and mutation operation to create future generations of successful 

rules where the crossover recombination technique randomly chooses parts of two trading rules to 

exchange in order to create two new trading rules. This means successful trading rules survive and 

adapt. Then, the mutation operation randomly changes a small part of a trading rule (similar to Dempster 

and Jones 2001) and this process is repeated until at least one rule achieves the desired level of return 

over a specified period. As previously stated, each trading rule takes real-time one- and five-minute 

prices of Bitcoin and generates forecasts consisting of the desired position in Bitcoin, as well as an order 

limit price for buying and selling Bitcoin.7 

 
6 There are two reasons for the random nature of the initial trading rules. First, the random initial creation of 

trading rules allows us to examine the whole range of possible trading rules. Second, the random nature of the 

initial trading rules allows us to observe how cryptocurrency market participants learn, adapt, and survive in 

constantly changing market conditions.  
7 This process is further explained in Sub-sections 3.2 and 3.3. 
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In the original GP procedure, trading rules were evaluated by the same fitness function in each 

generation: however, the STGP evaluates the fitness of traders through a dynamic fitness function, 

which enables the return estimation period to include the most recent quotes in the markets.  This is 

important as noted by Sermpinis et al. (2015), who state that having a novel fitness function is crucial 

in financial modelling. 

 

Also, in contrast to the GP, the STGP only substitutes a small fraction of the entire population, ensuring 

a gradual change in population and thus greater model steadiness (Manahov, 2016). This avoids large 

fluctuations in the population of the model. Each trader generates their own fundamental value of 

Bitcoin without interaction with other traders, ensuring the individuality of each artificial trader and 

avoiding issues with herding. We distinguish between two different types of trades, namely: zero-

intelligence (ZI) traders and high-frequency traders (HFTs) as discussed in the following subsection. 

 

3.2. The structure of the smart electronic cryptocurrency markets and the difference between ZI 

traders and HFTs 

In this paper, we study the efficiency of the Bitcoin market that is populated with 100,000 boundedly 

rational traders and develop four smart electronic Bitcoin markets using the STGP outlined in Appendix 

B. In two of the markets there are 100,000 ZI traders, while the other two markets are populated with 

100,000 HFTs where all traders receive the same one- and five-minute Bitcoin data. Below, we spell 

out the difference between the ZI and HFTs. 

Bid and ask prices of the ZI traders are developed randomly by enabling genes ‘RndPos’ and ‘RndLim’. 

‘RndPos’ represents a function with a random position value between -100% and 100% obtained from 

a uniform distribution. ‘RndLim’ represents a function with a random limit price generated by a method 

based on Raberto et al. (2001), where we use m = 1 instead of 1.01. This is because no spread is added 

or subtracted for increasing the likelihood of an order being executed, because it is unknown whether 

the trader will place a buy or sell order at the time of ‘RndLim’.  Consequently, their position and order 

limit price are developed randomly. 
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ZI traders behave entirely randomly and therefore they are unable to experience learning, observation 

and adaptation processes over time. ZI traders The ZI market is characterised with conditions of closed 

economy and there is no breeding8 or any broker fees. Therefore, there is no capital coming in or out of 

the market during the process. Consequently, the entire amount of cash within the ZI market will remain 

constant and the average amount of cash per ZI trader will also remain constant. The total net number 

of Bitcoins in the model is zero and will stay zero because no Bitcoins will be added or removed through 

ZI trader replacement. This is because ZI traders are initially only able to deal with cash but can then 

either establish long or short positions in Bitcoin, facilitating the total net number of Bitcoins to remain 

at zero. Therefore, any change in the price of Bitcoin has no implication on the total wealth of the market 

because the market is closed, and the losses of one trader are gained by another trader who holds the 

opposite position. Overall, ZI traders are fairly unintelligent and do not learn how the market works or 

the market conditions over time. 

 

Alternatively, HFTs are free to develop and advance their trading rules through time because they are 

involved in continual learning, adaptation and evolution processes. The survival-of-the-fittest principle 

implemented in our experiment implies that the worst performing cryptocurrency market participants 

are eliminated based on their Breeding Fitness Return performance. The Breeding Fitness Return is a 

trailing return, where it is the n quotes of data of an exponential moving average of traders’ wealth, 

where n is set to the minimum breeding age with a maximum value of 250.9  The Breeding Fitness 

Return measures the fitness criterion for the selection of HFTs to breed. All HFTs generate their wealth 

by investing in Bitcoin and the risk-free instrument, which is represented by cash. Given the continuous 

evolution of the cryptocurrency market, cryptocurrency HFTs who perform well (badly) become 

wealthier (poorer) which will positively (negatively) influence performance and the accuracy of the 

model. We follow Manahov (2016) to calculate the wealth of market participants as: 

 

 
8 Breeding represents a process of creating new market participants to replace the underperforming ones.  
9 In the case where the age is less than n, no value is calculated. 
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                                                                   , , ,i t i t t i tW M Ph= +              (1) 

where ,i tW
 
is the wealth generated by cryptocurrency trader i in period t ; ,i tM and ,i th represents the 

risk-free investment and the amount of Bitcoin held by cryptocurrency trader i respectively, in period t

and tP  is the price of Bitcoin in period t . Also, HFTs are designed to detect and avoid sweep risk 

because they are highly risk adverse and therefore will not hold potentially risky positions.  

 

3.3. The clearing mechanism of cryptocurrency markets and order generation process for HFTs 

Smart electronic Bitcoin markets are simulated double-auction markets, where all the buy and sell 

orders are collected. Our HFTs receive real-time quotes of Bitcoin and evaluate their trading rule and 

subsequent position in Bitcoin. If Bitcoins need to be purchased (sold), an order is generated to buy 

(sell) the amount determined by the specified limit price. For example, if a cryptocurrency trader holds 

three Bitcoins priced at $10,000 each and has $70,000 in cash, then their wealth is $100,000 and their 

position in Bitcoin is 30%.  If the trading rule generates a signal of a position of 60% and a limit price 

of $10,000, then the limit order will be produced to purchase three10 additional Bitcoins with a price of 

$10,000. The Bitcoin market therefore calculates the clearing price and all trading orders are executed 

at that price, which is where the highest trading volume from limit orders can be matched. If the clearing 

price is matched at multiple price levels, then the clearing price is formed on a basis of the average of 

the lowest and highest of those prices. The number of Bitcoins purchased by traders is always equal to 

the number sold by other traders. If the number of Bitcoins offered and the number of Bitcoins requested 

are unequal, then the remaining orders will be partially executed. Consequently, orders at the clearing 

price will be chosen for execution with priority for market orders over limit orders and then on a first-

in-first-out (FIFO) basis. In the unlikely event of no matching limit orders, no market orders are 

executed (Manahov, 2016). 

 

  

 
10 60% * (100,000/10,000) – 3 = 3 Bitcoins. 
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3.4. Bitcoin data 

Bitcoin is based on a scatter network of participating computers and has no physical equivalent. The 

Bitcoin operational system has a pre-programmed supply of funds that grows at a declining rate up to a 

fixed point (semi-fixed supply). Every single Bitcoin is able to generate an address through which to 

send and receive transactions. The decisive component that makes Bitcoin trading effective is that it 

answers the double-spending question without using a central mechanism. In economic terms, it is 

feasible to send a Bitcoin, without sending the same Bitcoin again, without other market participants 

being able to cast a transaction and also without them charging that Bitcoin back.  

All Bitcoin transactions are registered on a decentralised register known as ‘blockchain’ supported by 

a grid of different computers known as ‘miners’. The main role of the ‘miners’ in the ‘blockchain’ is to 

retain concurrence by answering difficult mathematical issues. ‘Miners’ are usually remunerated with 

actual Bitcoins or voluntary transaction fees. Therefore, the rewarded Bitcoins increase the total of 

Bitcoin supply in the ‘blockchain’.  

We obtain one- and five-minute high-frequency11 Bitstamp data from www.bitcoincharts.com for the 

period of 1st January, 2015, to 3rd August, 2020. After the initial cleaning, the data is organised as 

comma-separated files with each row listing a time and date stamp, volume and unit price.    

 

3.5. Data availability statement 

The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author, upon 

reasonable request. 

 

4.Simulation Results 

4.1. Bitcoin market efficiency  

We extract the processed Bitcoin data from the STGP to perform the following tests and examine the 

returns for statistical independence. We compute Bitcoin returns as: 

                                                         

 
11 D’Amico and Petroni (2018) suggest that high-frequency trading is one of the most intensively researched 

fields in modern finance.  

http://www.bitcoincharts.com/
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                                              ( ) ( )1/ 100t t tR Ln P P−
 =                                                   (2) 

 

where tR measures the return of Bitcoin and ( )tLn P and 1( )tLn P− represent Bitcoin’s natural logs at 

time t and t 1− , respectively. Table 1 reports the descriptive statistics of Bitcoin for the HFTs and ZI 

traders at one- and five-minute frequencies. In each frequency, the distribution of returns are negatively 

skewed with excess kurtosis for the two trader groups at one- and five-minutes. The Jarque-Bera 

statistics suggest that the null hypothesis that Bitcoin returns generated by both HFTs and ZI traders are 

normally distributed is rejected in all periods.  

We then apply the Rissanen’s predictive stochastic complexity (PSC) criterion to the Bitcoin return 

series generated by the HFTs and ZI traders in order to identify any linear autoregressive moving 

average (ARMA) models by selecting the model with the minimum PSC. If Bitcoin returns satisfy the 

EMH, both p and q of the ARMA model should be equal to zero at any marker level and trading group.  

Therefore, there will not be any presence of linear dependence and Bitcoin returns will not be linearly 

predictable. However, Table 1 illustrates the possible presence of an ARMA process in the return series. 

The results from the Rissanen’s PSC criterion indicate that the market populated with HFTs processing 

one-minute Bitcoin data is linearly independent ( )0; 0p q= = . The absence of linearity in this 

particular market suggests an important initial finding that Bitcoin is so efficient that there is no 

presence of any linear signals. However, Bitcoin returns generated by ZI traders at one- and five-

minutes and HFTs at the five-minute market are linearly dependent and are therefore inefficient.    

 

To perform the Brock, Dechert and Scheinkman (BDS) test (Brock et al., 1996) for nonlinearity, we 

compute the most appropriate ARMA ( );p q  model and fit it to the two datasets to eliminate all 

linearity.12 Hence, any signals left in the two datasets must be nonlinear. The BDS test postulates that 

if the Bitcoin return series are identically and independently distributed (IID), then the test statistic 

possesses a limiting standard normal distribution. Under the null hypothesis of the test, Bitcoin returns 

 
12 Consistent with Lim and Hooy (2013), Urquhart and Hudson (2013) and Urquhart and McGroarty (2016). 
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are IID. Also, this particular test discovers major deviations in the correlation of integral behaviour from 

that expected under the IID of the two datasets. The correlation integral can be estimated as: 

 

                                          
( )

,

1

,

2

m m

e t s

m

s t n

I y y
C

n
  

=
 
 
 

                                                                    (3) 

where 
( )( )1

, ,...,m

t t t mt
y y y y + + −

= is an ‘m-history’ estimated from the underlying uni-variate datasets 

and ( )I represents an indicator function: ( ), y 1m m

t sI y = if 
m m

t sy y −  and zero otherwise. Chen 

et al. (2000) demonstrate that the correlation integrals determine the frequency and connectivity of 

different points that are within the distance of  . Here m is the embedding dimension in which lag 

is integrated to compute ‘m-history’. This computation is needed in order to prevent the accumulation 

of an extremely high correlation between the components of an m-tuple.  

If the Bitcoin returns generated by the two groups of traders for the two frequencies are IID, then the 

correlation function of Equation 3 should indicate that ( ), ,1lim lim
m

m e
x x

C C
→ →

= for all 0  and 

2,3,...m = Brock et al. (1996) introduced the test statistic with limiting standard normal distribution: 

                                                   ( ), , ,1 ,V /m

m m mn C C   = −                                                    (4) 

We applied the BDS test to one-minute returns generated by HFTs since we found no presence of 

linearity in those series. We also consider the BDS test parameters and we report the results with 

0.6 = and DIM=5 in the last column of Table 1. The null hypothesis of IID is significantly rejected 

in the five-minute market where HFTs operate and in both markets populated with ZI traders. However, 

the null hypothesis has not been rejected in the one-minute HFTs’ market, suggesting that the Bitcoin 

returns in that market are identically and independently distributed. This market is therefore more 

random and more efficient than the other markets.   
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It is well-known econometric fact, however, that a large part of data nonlinearity is in their second 

moment. Thus, we implement the Lagrange multiplier (LM) test with up to 17 lags in order to identify 

the presence of an autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH) effect of the residuals in the 

two datasets. If the null hypothesis is rejected, we detect the generalised autoregressive conditional 

heteroscedasticity (GARCH) order of the return series by using the Schwartz Information Criterion: 

                               
1/2

t t tr h = + ; 
2

0

1 1

p q

t i t i i t i

i i

h x h  − −

= =

= + +                                     (5) 

where t represents the IID normal innovations with restrictions 0 0  , 1 1, 0   , 1i i i i +   . 

Table 2 reports the GARCH results where we report the GARCH ordering. We find that ZI traders on 

both one- and five-minute frequencies and HFTs at five-minute demonstrate ARCH effects, where we 

report the GARCH order. However, HFTs trading at the one-minute frequency do not exhibit any 

ARCH effect which supports the findings of the BDS test. 

Barnett et al. (1998) argue that the BDS and the Kaplan tests are the two best performing procedures in 

terms of nonlinearity and therefore we adopt the Kaplan testing procedure in our experiment to add 

further robustness to our results.  

Kaplan (1994) suggests that in any deterministic process the points are nearby under their image in the 

environment of state space. In econometric terms, if points iX and jY are close to each other, then 1iX +

and 1jY + are close to each other too. In cases when ( )2 ( 1), , ,...,i i i i i mX r r r r  − − − −=  is fixed in m dimensional 

phase space, there is the following recursive function: 

                                                                   ( )i iX f X+ =                                                            (6) 

where  denotes the positive fixed-integer time decay. Therefore, we are able to compute the final 

components of the test as: 

                                      
,i j i jX X = −  and 

,i j i jX X + + = −                                          (7) 

One of the most significant properties of the Kaplan test is the precise estimation of the piecewise 

regression line for ( ), ,;i j i j   and the use of the intercept to estimate the actual value of Kaplan (K). 
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Under the null hypothesis of the test is the IID condition and it is accepted when K is smaller than the 

test statistic and rejected when the opposite is valid. Column Three of Table 2, Panels A and B show 

that the trading activity of HFTs operating at one-minute frequency is consistent with the Kaplan test. 

So far in our experiment, this particular market does not reject the null hypothesis of IID based on the 

BDS, ARCH and Kaplan test statistics.  

 

The Hurst exponent, introduced by Hurst in 1951, provides a measure for capturing long-term memory 

and fractality of the two Bitcoin datasets. The Hurst exponent (H) illustrates the scaling behaviour of 

the range of cumulative departures of Bitcoin return series from its mean. The test uses the range of the 

partial sums of deviations of Bitcoin return series from its mean, re-scaled by its standard deviation. 

When we face a sequence of continuous compounded Bitcoin returns  1 2, ,...,r r r ,  measures the 

length of the estimation interval and r represents the sample mean: 

                     ( ) ( ) ( )
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1 1
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= =

 
 − − − 

 
                                        (8) 

 

where S measures the standard deviation, 

                                             ( )
1/2

21
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S r r


 
= − 
 
                                                                    (9) 

 

Hurst (1951) estimated the following relation: 

                                               ( ) ( )/ / 2
H

R S


=                                                                         (10) 

 

While a Hurst exponent of 0.5 indicates randomness, 0.5<H<1 indicates a persistent return series and 

0<H<0.5 suggests an anti-persistent Bitcoin return series. A persistent return series points towards the 

direction of the next Bitcoin return value most likely being the same as the current return value (trend 

reinforcing process). The greatest drawback of the re-scaled method is the lack of a natural significance 
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test because the value of H will almost always deviate from 0.5. However, Qian and Rasheed (2004) 

use Monte Carlo simulations to generate a range when there is only weak evidence of persistence (0.5 

< H < 0.65), whereas a H greater than 0.65 suggests there is strong evidence of persistence. Conversely, 

a Hurst exponent below 0.45 shows strong evidence for anti-persistence and mean reversion, while a 

Hurst exponent between 0.45 and 0.5 suggests weak evidence for anti-persistence. Therefore we suggest 

any Hurst exponent greater than 0.65 and less than 0.45 indicates significant predictability in the 

precious metals’ returns, similar to Urquhart (2017).  

Table 2 shows that ZI traders operating one- and five-minutes frequencies and HFTs trading five-minute 

Bitcoin returns exhibit anti-persistent behaviour, manifested in Hurst exponents of less than 0.45 

indicating strong evidence of anti-persistence and mean reversion. However, the Hurst exponent of 

HFTs trading one-minute Bitcoin returns is 0.588, indicating randomness of returns that is consistent 

with market efficiency.  

 

Next, we examine the autocorrelation of Bitcoin returns by employing the Ljung-Box (Ljung and Box, 

1978) test that has the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation (independently distributed returns): 

                                                       ( )

2

1

2
h

k

k

p
Q n n

n k=

= +
−

                                                         (11) 

where n is the sample size, k
p measures the sample autocorrelation at lag k and h represents the 

number of tested lags (we use ten lags). Under the null hypothesis, the test statistic Q  follows a ( )
2

h
 . 

The critical rejection of the null hypothesis of randomness is: 

                                                                        
2

1 ,hQ  −                                                                 (12) 

where 
2

1 ,h −  is the 1 − quantile of the chi-squared distribution with h degrees of freedom. The Ljung-

Box test results suggest that the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation in one-minute Bitcoin returns 

traded by HFTs has not been rejected, indicating randomness and therefore market efficiency. However, 

both ZI trading groups at the two frequencies and HFTs processing five-minute returns reject the null 

hypothesis, suggesting a lack of randomly distributed Bitcoin returns.   
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Also in Table 2, we report the Wald and Wolfowitz (1940) runs test to examine the randomness of a 

distribution, by taking the returns in a given sequence.13 Under the null hypothesis of the test, the 

number of runs in a sequence of N components is a random variable with a conditional distribution 

specified by the observation of N+ positive values and N− negative values ( )N N N+ −= + is normal, 

with mean 
2

1
N N

N
 + −= + and standard deviation 

( )

( )

( )( )2

2

2 2 1 2

1 1

N N N N N

N N N

 
 + − + − − − −

= =
− −

. 

The last column of Table 2 reports the p-values and shows that for HFTs at the one-minute frequency, 

we fail to reject the null of the statistical independence of the returns indicating that this market is 

efficient. However, we can reject the null hypothesis of randomness for the three other specifications, 

indicating the inefficiency of ZI traders at the one-minute and five-minute frequency, and the ZI traders 

at the one-minute frequency. 

 

Instead of comparing the magnitude of each Bitcoin return with its previous samples, Bartels’ rank test 

(Bartels, 1982) ranks all samples from the smallest to the largest. The actual rank is the associated 

sequential number of ( ): Ri iX X . The test has randomness under the null hypothesis and any rank 

arrangement from all !n  possibilities is equally probable. We compute the probability for the test 

statistic as: 

 

                                       ( ) ( )
21

11
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n

i ii
R X R X

−

+=
 = −                                                      (13) 

 

The large-sample approximation for ( )( )2/ 1 /12NM n n − represents a normal random parameter with 

mean of 2 and standard deviation of ( )( ) ( )( )
22 2

4 4 2 5 2 9 / 5 1 1n n n n n n = − − − + − . The critical 

rejection is: 

 

 
13 Similar to Batten et al. (2016). 
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                                            ( ) 42 / 2NM Q  −                                                                    (14) 

 

Table 2 indicates that the null hypothesis of randomness has not been rejected for one-minute Bitcoin 

returns traded by HFTs, while randomness can be rejected for the two ZI trading groups at both one- 

and five-minute timeframes and for the HFTs processing five-minute Bitcoin returns, which is 

consistent with all of our previous testing procedures. 

 

Since the seminal work of Lo and MacKinlay (1988), the variance ratio test is one of the most popular 

tests for market efficiency (Hoque et al., 2007) and it examines whether Bitcoin returns represent a 

collection of IID observations or whether it follows a martingale difference sequence. If Bitcoin returns 

follow a martingale process, the variance of the k-period holding returns should be equal to k multiplied 

by the variance of the one-period returns. In other words, the following ratio should be equal to one: 

 

                                                                     
( )
( )

2

2

1 k

k

r
V

k r




=                                                           (15) 

 

where ( )2

kr  and ( )2 r measure the variance of the k-period and one-period holding returns. Since 

our two data samples are quite large, we adopted the variance ratio procedure of Lo and MacKinlay 

(1988), where the sample size is large and k is fixed. The third column of Table 3 (Panels A and B) 

report the test statistics and the p-values in parentheses. The test statistics (marked with asterisks) for 

one- and five-minute ZI traders and five-minute HFTs indicate that the corresponding variance ratios 

are statistically different from one at the five per cent level of significance. However, the variance ratio 

test for one-minute HFTs’ Bitcoin returns is equal to one, which implies that Bitcoin returns in this 

particular market follow a martingale difference process and the return series represent a collection of 

IID observations.  
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For accurate variance ratio test statistics, a choice of holding periods (k values) should be made. 

However, in some occasions these choices are rather arbitrary and made with insufficient statistical 

justifications. Choi (1999) developed the automatic variance ratio test in response to this issue. In Choi’s 

(1999) automatic variance ratio test the optimal values of k are determined by using an entirely data-

oriented testing procedure: 

 

                                               ( ) ( ) ( )
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= +                                              (16) 

 

where ( )p i is the autocorrelation function, and ( )h x is the QS window defined as:                       
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                                                            (17) 

 

While the null hypothesis of no serial correlation of the test has not been rejected in the market 

populated with HFTs trading one-minute Bitcoin returns, the null was rejected in all other markets at 

the two return frequencies (Column Four of Table 3, Panels A and B). These findings are in line with 

the other empirical results of market efficiency in the experiment so far.      

 

Kim (2009) argues that Choi (1999) outlined small sample properties of the automatic variance ratio 

test when returns are IID, while its statistical properties under conditional heteroscedasticity are 

unknown. Multiple variance ratio tests, where the variance ratios of different holding periods are 

examined with controlled size, seem a reasonable alternative to the automated variance ratio tests. We 

implement the Chow and Denning (1993) wild-bootstrap test, which allows us to test for the multiple 

comparison of the set of variance ratio estimates with unity: 

 

                                                          ( )
1 1
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i
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=                                                       (18) 
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The joint null hypothesis of random Bitcoin returns is ( ) 1iVR k = for 1,...,i l= against the alternative 

hypothesis that ( ) 1iVR k   for holding period ik . We reject the null hypothesis at  level of 

significance if MV is greater than the ( )*1 / 2 th −
 

 percentile, where ( )
1/* 1 1

l
 = − − . In other 

words, the hull hypothesis is rejected if any one of the computed variance ratios is significantly different 

from one.  

We report the test statistics and the corresponding p-values in the fifth column of Table 3, Panels A and 

B. We observe that the Chow and Denning (1993) wild-bootstrap test failed to reject the null hypothesis 

of randomness for one-minute Bitcoin returns generated by the HFTs at the five per cent level of 

significance. All other markets for both ZI traders and the HFTs operating at the five-minute frequency 

rejected the null hypothesis which implies market inefficiency.  

 

Finally, we adopt the spectral shape test of Durlauf (1991), which is completely different to the variance 

ratio tests that focus only on zero frequency deviations of the spectral density function from the null 

hypothesis. In contrast, the spectral shape test is appropriate for detecting deviations from the null 

hypothesis at all frequencies in the range of  0, . Therefore, the spectral shape test is appropriate for 

examining the randomness of Bitcoin returns against a broader set of alternatives. We compute the test 

in the following way: 
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            ( )0,1t                                        (19) 

where ( )TU t measures the cumulative deviations of the normalised sample from the null hypothesis.  

We find no evidence against the null hypothesis of random Bitcoin returns for the one-minute returns 

of HFTs. However, the null hypothesis of the spectral shape test is rejected for both ZI traders at one-

and five-minute returns and for the HFTs trading at the five-minute frequency.  

Overall, our experimental results of twelve different econometric tests demonstrate that the higher the 

frequency of trading the more efficient the market. This might indicate that more information is 
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instantaneously reflected in the prices in the Bitcoin market at higher frequencies when HFTs are 

present. It seems that HFTs operating at higher frequencies react to Bitcoin price changes in a timely 

manner, making the entire market more efficient. This could potentially be explained by the greater 

liquidity of the one-minute market, but also by the fact that the structure of the decision-making 

mechanism of HFTs is probably better adapted to the structure of the information in the one-minute 

Bitcoin market. However, we find that this is not the case for the ZI traders, who document strong, 

significant evidence against market efficiency for all tests at the one-minute and the five-minute 

frequency.   

4.2. The implications of traders’ cognitive abilities and Bitcoin microstructure on market 

efficiency 

In this sub-section, we examine in detail the role of Bitcoin microstructure and traders’ cognitive 

abilities in market efficiency. The empirical findings regarding the extent to which traders’ cognitive 

abilities or market microstructure influence market efficiency has been controversial.  

Some studies suggest that market structure is the main driving force behind market efficiency. Becker 

(1962) and Gode and Sunder (1993) study simulated markets with ZI traders and report that traders who 

behave completely randomly (they do not observe, remember or learn) manage to achieve close to 100 

per cent efficient allocation of resources. ZI traders had the same impact as intelligent traders on market 

efficiency and therefore the authors concluded that traders’ cognitive abilities play a secondary role in 

market efficiency and that market structure is the main driving force.  

In contrast, the supporters of the individual rationality doctrine criticised the previous work on the topic 

on the basis of inappropriately tested market structure. Cliff and Bruten (1997) argue that the study of 

Gode and Sunder (1993) was biased on a very specific assumption of symmetry in both supply and 

demand. ZI traders no longer efficiently allocate resources once this particular condition is breached. 

Brewer et al. (2000) suggest that ZI traders achieve high allocative efficiency because previous studies 

on the topic follow a Marshallian path. The author observes much lower allocative efficiency of ZI 

traders when the Marshallian path is abolished.  

Our experimental results within laboratory Bitcoin market settings suggest that ZI traders operating in 

one- and five-minute frequency Bitcoin markets are unable to achieve market efficiency in any of the 
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investigated markets. In other words, traders who behave completely randomly cannot strive for market 

efficiency and, therefore, traders’ cognitive abilities should play a more significant role in Bitcoin 

market efficiency. However, the five-minute frequency market populated with HFTs with specific 

trading rules that maximise profits, remember, observe and learn also failed to achieve market 

efficiency. Hence, we can conclude that Bitcoin market efficiency dynamics are influenced by both 

traders’ cognitive abilities and the microstructure of the market. 

 

4.3. Examining the Hayek hypothesis within smart electronic Bitcoin market settings 

Hayek (1945, 1968) argues that markets can efficiently operate even when market participants have 

limited knowledge of the surrounding environment or of the other participants. The validity of the 

Hayek hypothesis has been examined in a number of studies producing vexed results. Smith (1982) 

provides strong support for the hypothesis in stationary double-auction markets with constant repetitive 

conditions of supply and demand. Holt et al. (1986) test the validity of the hypothesis in a double-

auction market and observe substantial price deviation from the competitive equilibrium, which 

resulted, however, in only a relatively small loss of market efficiency and thus giving support for the 

hypothesis. Davis and Williams (1991) broadly confirm the findings of Holt et al. (1986). Othman and 

Sandholm (2010) and Shachat and Zhang (2012) find some empirical support for the Hayek hypothesis 

in the market environments they investigated.  

Our empirical findings indicate that the Hayek hypothesis does not hold in Bitcoin markets populated 

with ZI traders. We demonstrate that market participants equipped with limited information about the 

environment are unable to strive for market efficiency. Zero intelligence traders in our experiment 

behave entirely randomly and therefore they are unable to experience learning, observation and 

adaptation processes over time. The ZI market is characterised with conditions of closed economy and 

there is no breeding (creating new market participants to replace the underperforming ones) or any 

broker fees.  
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4.3. Robustness checks 

In this sub-section we examine whether the efficient market populated with HFTs trading at a one-

minute frequency is characterised by long-memory for the Bitcoin return series. A random process long-

memory in cases when the autocorrelation function decays asymptotically as power-law in the structure 

of 
 −

with 1   (Lillo and Farmer, 2004). In economic words, past Bitcoin return values could have 

important implications on the present, suggesting abnormal diffusion under stochastic conditions and 

highlighting the existence of long-memory. If 1  , the process is characterised by long-memory and 

the smaller the exponent value  , the longer the memory of the Bitcoin return series. We follow Lillo 

and Farmer (2004) to define the long-memory procedure: 

                                    ( ) ( )k k L k −
 if the limit k →                                                       (20) 

where 0 1  and ( )L x measure a slowly varying function at infinity when ( ) ( )lim / 1
x

L tx L x
→

= . 

Considering the Hurst exponent, the long-memory process can be rearranged as: 

                                                           2 2H = −                                                                          (21) 

 

And the short-memory procedure can be expressed as: 

                                                       1/ 2H =                                                                                    (22) 

We consider the Hurst exponent because there is a strong relationship between the diffusion components 

of the un-segregated process. As the Hurst exponent of this particular market is 0.588, we calculate the 

associated ( )  exponent by using Equation 21. We estimate that 0.824 = , which indicates a very 

insignificant presence of long-memory processes in one-minute Bitcoin return series processed by 

HFTs. This finding is consistent with our previous empirical results. Therefore, we can conclude that 

the one-minute Bitcoin return series traded by HFTs are efficient – they possess very weak long-

memory with H=0.588, and 0.824 = .  
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5. Conclusions 

Since they were first proposed by Nakamoto in 2008, cryptocurrencies have attracted more and more 

media and investor attention. Recently, the academic literature is catching up to examine the potential 

benefits, uses and risks of cryptocurrencies. Although the literature regarding cryptocurrencies is 

growing, it is still in its infancy and few comprehensive studies have been carried out. 

 

Therefore, this paper adds to the literature by studying the market efficiency of Bitcoin in a high-

frequency context. Although some papers – for example, Urquhart (2016), Nadarajah and Chu (2017), 

Bariviera (2017) and Jiang et al. (2018) – have examined the efficiency of Bitcoin, they have all 

employed methods that represent rationale agents while also examining the market efficiency at the 

daily level.  

In this paper, we therefore implement the STGP-based learning algorithm to design four smart 

electronic Bitcoin markets and obtain historical one- and five-minute data in order to simulate the 

interactions of multiple heterogeneous traders. We populate the smart electronic markets with high-

frequency traders as well as zero-intelligence traders in order to examine the impact these traders have 

on the Bitcoin market. After we extract the returns from the one-minute and five-minute markets 

populated by zero-intelligence traders, we find strong evidence of market inefficiency. This is because 

we find that returns are predictable and do not follow a random walk, in contrast to the Hayek hypothesis 

which postulates that markets can operate in an efficient manner even when market participants possess 

a limited knowledge of the surrounding environment.   

 

Once we examine the market of high-frequency traders with one-minute data, we find that all of our 

testing procedures indicate strong evidence of market efficiency and that returns do follow a random 

walk. This suggests that investors at this high frequency are reflecting all current information into the 

prices of Bitcoin and therefore Bitcoin prices are unpredictable. However, the five-minute market 

populated with high-frequency traders indicates significant evidence of inefficiency, suggesting that 

investors are unable to process information in a timely and rational manner and that some noise may be 

left in the prices of Bitcoin. 
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                                                       Appendix A 

Table 1. The descriptive statistics for Bitcoin returns generated by HFTs and ZI traders from 1st January 

2015 to 3rd August 2020.We extract the processed data from STGP algorithm. “Std.Dev” refers to the 

standard deviation of returns. While “max” and “min” refer to the maximum and minimum returns.  

“Skew.” denotes the skewness of returns while “Kurt.” refers to the kurtosis of returns.  Finally, the 

“JB”, “PSC” and BDS” refer the Jarque-Bera, test, the Rissanen’s PSC criterion and the BDS test 

respectively. a indicates a failure to reject the null hypothesis that Bitcoin returns are identically and 

independently distributed (IID).  
 Mean Std.Dev. Max Min Skew. Kurt. JB PSC BDS 

Panel A: 1-minute frequency 

HFTs 0.5728 6.4378 47.8240 -64.2543 -1.8835 7.28 884.21 (0,0) 0.18a 

ZI traders 0.7793 8.2325 81.3663 -93.7566 -0.9994 14.18 2780.36 (1,0) 0.69 

Panel B: Five-minute Frequency 

HFTs 0.6996 7.5530 73.1173 -77.3416 -0.8552 13.06 1893.27 (0,1) 0.46 

ZI traders 0.8909 9.0107 92.3651 -96.9952 -0.8773 18.22 7423.28 (1,0) 0.92 

 

 

Table 2. The market efficiency econometric results for Bitcoin returns generated by HFTs and ZI traders 

from 1st of January 2015 to 3rd August 2020. We extract the processed data from STGP algorithm. Specially, 

we report the GARCH, Kaplan, Hurst exponent, Ljung-Box test and Wald-Wolfowitz runs test results. For 

the GARCH results, we report the GARCH ordering, while for the L-B test and the Runs test, we report the 

p-values. a indicates a failure to reject the null hypothesis that Bitcoin returns are identically and 

independently distributed (IID) at 5 percent level of significance. 

 GARCH (p,q) Kaplan Hurst L-B test Runs test 

Panel A: One-minute Frequency 

HFTs - 0.101a 0.588 (0.52) (0.48) 

ZI traders (1,1) 0.999 0.394 (0.00) (0.00) 

Panel B: Five-minute Frequency 

HFTs (0,1) 0.906 0.411 (0.00) (0.00) 

ZI traders (1,2) 1.561 0.363 (0.00) (0.00) 

 

 

Table 3. Market efficiency econometric statistics for Bitcoin returns generated by HFTs and ZI traders from 

1st January 2015 to 3rd August 2020. We extract the processed data from STGP algorithm. We report the 

test statistics and p-values for all tests. aindicate a failure to reject the null hypothesis of randomness at the 5 

percent level of significance. 
b indicate that the corresponding variance ratios are statistically different from 1 at the 5 percent level of 

significance.c indicate a failure to reject the null hypothesis of no serial correlation at the 5 percent level of 

significance.d indicate a failure to reject the null hypothesis of randomness at the 5 percent level of 

significance. e indicate a failure to reject the null hypothesis of randomness at the 5 percent level of 

significance. 

Test Bartels test VR test AVR test W-B AVR test Spectral test 

Panel A: One-minute Frequency 

HFTs 0.3874 

(0.49)a 

0.188 

(0.57) 

0.979 

   (0.77)c 

0.036 

(0.31)d 

0.204 

(0.12)e 

ZI traders 3.224 

(0.01) 

1.751 

(7.46)b 

2.988 

(0.01) 

2.113 

(6.58) 

3.219 

(2.36) 

Panel B: Five-minute Frequency 

HFTs 2.546 

(0.02) 

1.863 

(5.68)b 

1.347 

(0.01) 

1.046 

(2.82) 

2.231 

(0.99) 

ZI traders 5.202 

(0.01) 

3.726 

(9.11)b 

5.338 

(0.10) 

4.790 

(7.47) 

3.996 

(3.02) 
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Table 4. Smart electronic Bitcoin market parameter settings. This table presents the artificial Bitcoin 

market parameter settings for HFTs and ZI traders. All parameters are set at optimum level to ensure 

greater replication of real-life Bitcoin trading.  
                                                     Smart electronic Bitcoin market parameters 

Total population size of HFTs and ZI traders in each market 100,0000 traders 

Initial wealth(equal for all traders) $100,000 

Significant Forecasting range 0% to 10% 

Number of decimal places to round quotes on importing 2 

Minimum price increment for prices generated by model 0.01 

Minimum position unit 20% 

Maximum genome size 4096* 

Maximum genome depth 20** 

Minimum initial genome depth 2 

Maximum initial genome depth 5 

Breeding cycle frequency (quotes) 1 

Minimum breeding age (quotes) 80*** 

Initial selection type random 

Parent selection (percentage of initial selection that will breed) 5%**** 

Mutation probability (per offspring) 10% 

Seed generation from clock Yes 

Creation of unique genomes Yes 

Offspring will replace the worst performing traders of the initial selection Yes 

* Maximum genome size measure the total number of nodes in an trader’s trading rule. A node is a gene in the 

genome such as a function or a value.  

** Maximum genome depth measures the highest number of hierarchical levels that occurs in an trader’s genome 

(trading rule). The depth of a trading rule can be an indicator of its complexity.  

*** This is the minimum age required for traders to qualify for potential participation in the initial selection. The 

age of a trader is represented by the number of quotes that have been processed since the trader was created. This 

measure also specifies the period over which agent performance will be compared. Our minimum breeding age is 

set to 80, which means that the trader’s performance over the last 80 quotes will be compared.   

**** 5% of the best performing traders of the initial selection that will act as parents in crossover operations for 

creating new traders.  

***This is the minimum age required for traders to qualify for potential participation in the initial selection. The 

age of a trader is represented by the number of quotes that have been processed since the trader was created. This 

measure also specifies the period over which agent performance will be compared. Our minimum breeding age is 

set to 80, which means that the trader’s performance over the last 80 quotes will be compared.   

 

****5% of the best performing traders of the initial selection that will act as parents in crossover operations for 

creating new traders.  
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                                                        Appendix B 

        Description of Genetic Programming (GP) and Strongly Typed Genetic Programming (STGP) 

 

Although, Schlereth et al. (2013) designed agent-based models that provide a promising link to 

individual behaviour, most existing techniques to agent-based system design fail to deal with the 

complexity of design (Karageorgos et al.,2002). Genetic Programming (GP) represents a machine-

learning technique to facilitate the enhancement of computer programs on a basis of natural evolution 

(Banzhaf et al., 1998). Evolutionary genetic algorithms (GAs) deploy computer programs that better 

match the designated tasks. Agents in the population compete and breed with each other in order to 

generate better agents, where GP parse trees, also known as tree genomes, are utilised as the basis of 

the algorithms. Opposite to neural networks, decision-tree structures represent specific rules that can be 

expressed in English (Kim et al. 2001). Under GAs’ approach the economy is seen as evolving complex 

system in which artificial traders perform the activities of the real-life economy (Wu, 2000). The 

procedure enhances search output by performing different solutions with genetic operators (Kim and 

Ahn, 2011).   

  

The GP design procedure states that one would need to specify all of the programs and different 

variables that can be used as nodes in a parse tree.  However, Strongly Typed Genetic Programming 

(STGP) is able to reduce the size of the searching space to a greater degree (Montana, 1994). The STGP 

search space consists of the set of all parse trees, which implies that all functions have the correct 

number and type of parameters. The STGP parse tree is purposefully limited to a certain maximum 

depth of 20 in our experiment (Table 4). We fix the maximum depth to 20 in order to maintain a finite 

and manageable search space, and to prevent the trees from growing to a very large size.  

 

Haynes et al. (1995) highlight that the generic functions and generic data classification for these 

functions are the two critically important factors in the design of STGP algorithms. The authors also 

point out that data classification needs to be specified at the early stages of programming. Consequently, 

the process of initialisation and the different genetic operators are allowed to create parse trees. The 
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same parse trees pay a positive role in the programming process because the search space can be 

substantially reduced (Haynes et al. 1996).  

 

The process of creating genetic programs involves the following five main steps: 

1. Initially, create a randomly generated population of trees (trading rules) with the only 

requirement that they are well defined and aim to generate results that are appropriate to the 

issue under investigation. These trading rules involve the application of the basic principles of 

biological evolution in order to develop a new and enhanced population of trading rules. The 

development of this new population is based on a domain-independent system conducted by 

the Darwinian theory of natural selection and the survival of the fittest principle.   

2. Estimate the fitness of trading rules in the initial population according to an appropriately 

selected set of criteria.  

3.  Develop a new population by using the following programming techniques: 

(i) Perform a crossover process (copy existing traders into the new population).  

(ii) Perform a mutation process. Mutation represents a random selection of a pair of 

existing trading rules and their recombination to generate a new trading rule. While 

crossovers mix population sub-trees, mutations substitute sub-trees with new sub-trees. 

The crossover (Figure 1) and mutation (Figure 2) techniques are performed with the 

probability of selection for the operations, and are skewed towards selecting 

cryptocurrency market participants with higher levels of fitness.   

4. Estimate the fitness of each cryptocurrency market participant in the new population.  

5. Repeat the above steps and keep a record of the overall fitness of the cryptocurrency market 

participants. 
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Figure 1. The crossover process for developing new trading rules in GP and STGP (Dunnis et al. 2013).   

 

Figure 1 illustrates the process of crossover, where randomly selected subtrees are exchanged. The 

entire sub-trees (highlighted areas) are swapped from Point 1* to Point 2* and from Point 3* to Point 

4*, creating two trading rules (offspring models). Trading rules are chosen on the basis of their fitness, 

with the crossover process selecting future areas of the search space where trading rules consists of 

parts from the superior trading rules.  The initial selection of the best trading rules is based on the 

Breeding Fitness Return to act as parents in the process of crossover. Each pair of parents is able to 

produce two offspring trading rule and, therefore, the number of parents and the number of offspring 

are equal. Consequently, the newly created trading rules replace those that perform poorly. 
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Figure 2. Mutation process for creating new trading rules in GP and STGP (Neely et al., 1997).   

Figure 2 illustrates the process of mutation. A pair of trading rules is randomly chosen with the 

probability of selection weighted towards higher fitness trading rules. The sub-trees of the two parent 

rules are also randomly chosen, with one of the selected sub-trees abandoned afterwards and substituted 

with a different sub-tree to generate the offspring rule. The STGP explores parts of the search space by 

maturing a population of different trading rules, with the trading rules in each consecutive generation 

aiming to solve the issue under investigation. As a full technical explanation of crossover and mutation 

is beyond the scope of this paper, interested readers may refer to Koza (1992) for more details.    

Figure 3 indicates that the trading rule of HFTs generates a buy (sell) signal if the average Bitcoin price 

over the past one-minute (five-minutes) is greater (less) than the current price and the current volume 

is less than 500 where the volume function protects HFTs from sweep risk exposure as previously 

pointed out.   

 

 

Figure 3. Example of the HFTs’ trading rule. 


